European isolation and confinement study. Additional experiments.
Microbiological Experiments. The ISEMSI microbiological contamination experiments confirmed known hypotheses, such as: the trend toward uniformity of skin microbial flora across a group of individuals enclosed together; the rather fast "colonization" of the environment by microorganisms shed by human inhabitants; and the heavy growth of microorganisms in poorly accessible and wet areas (toilets, air conditioning). In addition, possible disturbances of skin defense mechanisms against colonization by potentially pathogenic microbes were noted, as well as a difficulty in monitoring the microbial contents of the atmosphere (significant random variations occur between samples taken at different times and locations). Sensors for Atmospheric Contaminants. Several different prototypes of "array sensors" for the monitoring of trace gas contaminants in the atmosphere were evaluated during ISEMSI. Their performance was promising when compared with results achieved with a more conventional (and more complex) gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer device, also used during ISEMSI. An overall picture of the most important chemical contaminants to be found in enclosed, manned habitats (including contaminants produced by man himself) was obtained via the use of Tenax gas-adsorption traps. This permitted monitoring the fluctuation of contaminants on a daily basis, as well as during the complete 4-week period. Results will provide a valuable input for designing systems to monitor and control atmospheric contamination in future spacecraft. Particular attention was devoted to the monitoring of carbon monoxide in the chamber. Results showing the correlation between its concentration in the atmosphere and the percentage of carboxyhemoglobin in the EMSInauts' blood will allow the evaluation of the correctness of the presently specified maximum allowable concentration for spacecraft. Telemedicine Experiment. The telemedicine experiment confirmed the feasibility and importance of applying to a space station scenario many aspects of remote health care already widely used in the maritime environment. ISEMSI successfully evaluated telemedical consultation procedures and training protocols for the crew. EMSInauts, trained as paramedical assistants, had to interview a "patient" (another EMSInaut, trained to feign illness symptoms), prepare an anamnesis, carry out a medical examination, assess the severity of the case, and administer effective medical care under remote medical advice. An expert system was used to provide step-by-step guidance to the paramedical assistant. ISEMSI demonstrated the great importance of practicing and rehearsing emergency procedures; it confirmed that simulation of medical emergencies during an actual long-duration space mission will be required to provide "refresher training" to astronauts trained as paramedical assistants.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)